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Abstract

The multi¯uid plasma scrape-o� layer transport code B2 coupled to the EIRENE Monte Carlo neutral gas transport

code was applied to a prototypical island divertor con®guration in W7-AS. The approach predicts the accessibility of

stable, layer-like energy detachment within a relatively broad density range. The island geometry with typically small

®eld line pitch has the bene®cial e�ects of e�cient shielding of the main plasma against neutrals, and of strong mo-

mentum losses from the power carrying layer due to momentum radial transport. The latter reduces the peak power

load and eases detachment. The power exhaust properties and the onset of detachment can be positively a�ected by the

choice of the ®eld line pitch which can be varied in W7-AS by superimposed control ®elds. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science

B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the context of the development and near future

operation of large stellarators (e.g. LHD and W7-X), the

search for adequate power and particle exhaust scenar-

ios comparable to those in tokamak divertors has be-

come mandatory. A favoured option generally

compatible with stellarator-speci®c con®nement con-

cepts is the island divertor which utilizes macroscopic

magnetic islands at the plasma boundary in combination

with adequately arranged targets and ba�es for plasma

exhaust. The islands can be produced by intrinsic (e.g.

W7-AS, W7-X) or relatively small additional perturba-

tion ®elds. Nevertheless, the suitability of this concept

has not yet been proven. The relevant database is scarce

and stems exclusively from few pre-investigations in

CHS (local island divertor, LID)[1] and W7-AS (island

con®guration with inboard limiters) [2,3]. The present

analysis applies the two-dimensional (2D) B2 (Braams)

edge plasma transport code [4] linked with the EIRENE

neutral transport code [5,6] to a speci®c W7-AS island

divertor con®guration but allows, nevertheless, to ex-

emplarily assess crucial elements of the concept. The

study is part of an ongoing island divertor programme

which comprises, besides this `proof of principle', the

further development of a more adequate three-dimen-

sional (3D) (Monte Carlo) edge transport code [3,7,8],

the installation and study of a modular island divertor in

W7-AS [3], and future investigations of an island di-

vertor with ¯exible con®guration in the W7-X device [9].

The paper continues previous studies [10] mainly by

extending the parameter range to values relevant for

detachment regimes. It addresses the questions whether

in particular the extremely small ®eld line pitch inside

the islands and the neutral mean free path relative to the

islands radial width allow to establish stable detachment

at all in this approach, and to what degree island-speci®c

(2D) e�ects a�ect the scenarios. The aim is to give a

status report.

The following chapter brie¯y describes the W7-AS

magnetic ®eld con®guration and grids used for numeri-

cal computation; free parameters and boundary condi-

tions are speci®ed in Section 3. In Section 4, the results

are presented and discussed. Section 5 gives a summary

of the results and draws conclusions.

2. Magnetic ®eld con®guration and numerical grids

The W7-AS con®guration (major radius R� 2 m,

minor radius a� 0.18 m, ®ve magnetic ®eld periods,
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B6 2:5 T, rotational transform � 0.3±0.7, low mag-

netic shear) is, at � n/m > 0.4, bounded by a chain of

macroscopic magnetic islands of the symmetry 5/m. The

radial position, size and internal rotational transform i

of the islands can be controlled by the externally ad-

justable edge rotational transform a, a superimposed

vertical ®eld and/or, in the near future divertor phase, by

additional control ®elds which may also compensate ®-

nite-b e�ects. The planned island divertor is designed for

con®gurations with a � 5/9 providing both, su�cient

main plasma cross section and relatively large island

dimensions (Fig. 1). For these reasons, this type was

also chosen for the present analysis. In this case, the

island cross sections shown in Fig. 1 belong to a unique

island which closes after nine toroidal revolutions.

As stellarators like W7-AS are strongly non-axi-

symmetric, the application of the 2D B2 ¯uid approach

requires helical averaging of the 3D edge structure. For

that purpose the B2 geometric coe�cients were derived

from a 3D grid (with closest approximation to orthog-

onality) by helically averaging distances and integrating

up areas and volumes. Periodical boundary conditions

at the connection to poloidally neighboured islands and

intercell connections along the symmetry line outside the

o-point (corresponding to line JK in Fig. 2) were treated

by three topological cuts in the B2 grid. The EIRENE

grid (Fig. 2) was generated by geometrically averaging

the island structure along the helical coordinate. Com-

putations were performed in the standard way: B2 re-

sults mapped onto the EIRENE grid provided the

EIRENE input; the resulting neutral distribution map-

ped onto the B2 grid provided the next iteration B2

source terms etc.

3. Free parameters and boundary conditions

The B2 ¯uid approach solves the continuity, mo-

mentum and energy equations (details can be seen from

Ref. [4]). Parallel transport is described by Navier±

Stokes type equations; for the radial transport a di�usive

Ansatz is made. Particle radial di�usion coe�cients were

chosen according to the empirical W7-AS scaling D? �
2P 0:85

S nÿ1:1
es (with PS being the net power crossing the

separatrix in MW and nes the upstream separatrix den-

sity in 1019 mÿ3) up to nes � 3� 1019 mÿ3 [11]; above

this density, D? was set to constant. Pinch velocities

were assumed to be zero. The value of the electron

anomalous heat di�usivity ve? was taken as three times

D?; the coe�cient of anomalous cross ®eld viscosity was

set to g? � mineD?. At the inner grid boundary (line AB

in Fig. 2), the total power out¯ux from the core Pc and

the deuterium density were prescribed. Sheath boundary

conditions [12] were used at the target plates. At the

outside boundary of the private ¯ux region (line GH),

radial decay lengths (2 cm for densities and 3 cm for

temperatures) have been ®xed. Deuterium recycling co-

e�cients were assumed to be R � 1 at the targets and

R � 0:98 at the walls.

In order to elucidate e�ects of the island geometry

under less complex conditions, the upstream separatrix

density nes was scanned ®rst for pure deuterium plasmas

at varied ®eld line pitch at the edge and relatively low

power, Pc � 220 kW. The pitch variation approximately

covers the experimentally accessible range in W7-AS and

includes the standard pitch distribution (without addi-

tional correction ®elds, denoted as `medium pitch' in the

following) and pitch values increased by a factor of four

(`high pitch') or decreased by a factor of two (`low

Fig. 1. Triangular cross section of the W7-AS magnetic ®eld

con®guration with n=m � 5=9 boundary islands used for the

B2-EIRENE code simulations. The cross sections change from

triangular over elliptic to triangular with ®vefold periodicity.

Fig. 2. Section of the EIRENE code numerical grid with points

for text explanation. The grid is adapted to the helically aver-

aged island structure.
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pitch'). At the standard distribution, the pitch poloidally

averaged along the grid cells just inside the island sep-

aratrix (see Fig. 2) is sinh � 0:002; the corresponding

®eld line connection length from the upstream stagna-

tion point to the target is Lc � 98 m. The e�ect of im-

purity radiation is then shown at medium pitch by an nes

scan at Pc � 600 kW with self-consistent treatment of

carbon as edge dominating, intrinsic impurity consid-

ering physical (TRIM code data [13]) and chemical

sputtering from the carbon targets. The chemical sput-

tering e�ciency was assumed to be 2% of the incoming

particle ¯ux.

4. Results and discussion

Pure deuterium plasmas. Fig. 3 plots divertor plasma

parameters versus the upstream separatrix density nes.

At medium ®eld line pitch (solid lines), the course of the

downstream parameters T max
ed (maximum electron tem-

perature), nmax
ed (maximum electron density) and Cpt

(particle ¯ux onto target) indicate the transition from a

linear regime to divertor high recycling at nes � 1019 mÿ3

and the onset of slight (energy) detachment at

nes � 2:5� 1019. Above nes � 2� 1020 mÿ3, volume re-

combination becomes strongly e�ective leading to

complete detachment and unstationarity. The stable

detachment scenarios show saturating ned and Cpt values,

a divertor leakage for neutrals of about 1%, increasing

divertor radiated power fractions f div
r (Fig. 3(c)) and

signi®cant net momentum losses indicated by respective

loss factors Fm (Fig. 3(d), for de®nitions see below).

With increasing upstream density, the ionization front is

found to quickly move away from the target towards the

x-points as it is more or less typical also for tokamak

divertor geometries. As Fig. 4 shows, the island geom-

etry with small ®eld line pitch and the two `divertor tails'

at close proximity (partially overlapping) involves,

however, some characteristic features. Due to the spe-

ci®c 2D patterns in particular of energy and momentum

¯ow, the downstream power carrying layer nearly ho-

mogeneously spreads over the scrape-o� layer (SOL)

between the two strike points as it is indicated by the

parallel power ¯ux qkd pro®les in Fig. 4(b) (peaking of

the target thermal load qt in the private sector (PS) is

caused by increasing ®eld line inclination in this range).

The ned and in particular Ted radial pro®les are relatively

¯at over the whole nes range (Fig. 4(a)) thus leading to a

`layer' type detachment without strong pro®le changes.

This behaviour shall be illustrated by some details of

the momentum balance. In analogy to simple two-point

Fig. 3. Pure deuterium plasmas. Divertor plasma parameters

versus the upstream density nes (at point C in Fig. 2) at a power

out¯ow from the core of Pc � 220 kW. Solid, dashed or dotted

lines indicate medium, high or low ®eld line pitch at the edge,

respectively (see text). Tes, Tmax
ed , nmax

ed Cmax
pt , qmax

t and f div
r are the

upstream and downstream electron temperatures, the peak

downstream density, the maximum particle ¯ux and the peak

power load onto the target, and the divertor radiated power

fraction, respectively. Fm and fm are integral (SOL + private

sector) and local (along the ¯ux tube just inside the island

separatrix) momentum loss faktors, respectively. Upper indices

indicate total losses (tot) and losses by momentum radial

transport (tr, de®nitions see text).

Fig. 4. Pure deuterium plasmas. (a,b) Downstream parameter

radial pro®les (along line HJ in Fig. 2) for an attached and a

detached scenario at medium ®eld line pitch. qlld is the down-

stream parallel power ¯ux, other symbols as in Fig. 3(c) Up-

stream total plasma pressure P �up pro®le (along line GEF in

Fig. 2) and pressure losses due to momentum transport �Dptr�
and friction with neutrals �Dpn� at detachment.
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models [14], we de®ne integral momentum loss factors

for the SOL+PS region as

F tot
m �

Z
SOL�PS

�Smk � r? � Cmk� dz dW=
Z

up

p�up dW; �1�

with Smk;Cmk; z and W being the volume source or sink of

parallel nomentum due to friction with neutrals (charge

exchange, ionization), the radial ¯ux of parallel mo-

mentum (convective + conductive), the coordinate par-

allel to B, and the magnetic ¯ux, respectively. p�up� ne;up

Te;up (1+c M2) (with c the adiabatic coe�cient and M the

Mach number) is the plasma pressure at the upstream

position along line GEF in Fig. 2 (in analogy to a to-

kamak x-point divertor entrance). Loss factors Ftr
m con-

sidering only momentum transport were obtained by

omitting Smk in (1); the di�erence between both factors

stands for the losses by friction with neutrals. Corre-

sponding local loss factors fm (along a ¯ux tube) were

obtained by substituting the integration over w by

multiplication with the corresponding ¯ux increment

DW. As Fig. 3(d) shows, there are big di�erences be-

tween integral and local loss factors. At detachment, the

integral losses are dominated by friction with neutrals.

The divergence term in Eq. (1) contributes about 20±

30% (mainly transported to the closed island range

where it becomes balanced by parallel viscosity). It

leads, however, to strong local losses along the ¯ux tube

range with maximum upstream pressure (just inside the

island separatrix) over the whole density range as it is

indicated by the respective local loss factor ftr
m, and to

pressure increase in the PS. This momentum redistri-

bution superimposed to a nearly homogeneous concen-

tration of momentum sinks by neutrals within the SOL

range (see respective local pressure losses Dptr and Dpn in

Fig. 4(c)) strongly ¯attens the downstream pressure

pro®les and supports the formation of layer detachment.

Modifying the ®eld line pitch within the divertor re-

gion changes the ®eld line connection lengths relative to

the parallel gradient lengths, and by this the role of

parallel transport relative to the cross ®eld (radial)

transport. At high pitch (dashed lines in Fig. 3), Tes is

decreased by more than a factor of 2. The intermediate

high recycling scenario vanishes, the leakage for neutrals

is about 10%, and detachment is less pronounced. From

downstream parameter radial pro®les (not shown) it is

inferred, that the 2D smoothing e�ects mentioned are

less e�cient, but in the detached state the momentum

sinks by neutrals are now peaked close to the strike line

which ®nally leads to similarly ¯at qkd pro®les at highest

density as with median pitch. The target peak load is,

however, less reduced (Fig. 3(c)), and the density limit

for stationary operation is decreased. Low pitch (dotted

lines in Fig. 3) has the opposite e�ect. The onset of de-

tachment is shifted to slightly higher density, the leakage

for neutrals is favourably reduced (about 0.3%), and the

2D features accentuated above become stronger devel-

oped but do not yet lead to qualitatively new scenarios.

These results indicate that low pitch is basically prefer-

able, but pitch variations within the accessible range

may provide a `knob' to optimize scenarios with trans-

port coe�cients (not too strongly) deviating from the

above assumptions.

Deuterium plasmas with carbon as intrinsic impurity.

Applying the picture of coupled momentum and impu-

rity radiation losses [14], one expects the same qualita-

tive behaviour also for deuterium plasmas with carbon

which is indeed reproduced by the results. As Fig. 5

shows, stable detachment sets in at nes � 2� 1019 mÿ3

and extends to 7� 1019 mÿ3. Similar to the pure deute-

rium case, it is partial in the sense that Cpt saturates but

does not break o� (Fig. 5(b)). The divertor radiated

power fraction fdiv
rC due to carbon line radiation reaches

up to 80%; the main part comes from the SOL region.

Deuterium radiation contributes about 10% (Fig. 5(c));

energy losses due to charge exchange (not shown) are

negligible. The ionization and radiation fonts are found

to remain nearly parallel to the target indicating layer

type detachment without strong pro®le changes also at

these conditions. In analogy to the pure deuterium case,

the development of the integral and local momentum

loss factors in Fig. 5(d) as well as the downstream pa-

rameter radial pro®les in Fig. 6(a) and (b) demonstrate

Fig. 5. Plasmas with carbon as intrinsic impurity. Divertor

plasma parameters versus nes at medium pitch and Pc � 600

kW. Lower indices in (c) denote the total line radiation from

carbon (C) or deuterium (D); the upper index `isl' denotes the

contribution from the closed island range. L10 eV (d) indicates

the shift of the Te� 10 eV line (ionization and radiation front)

from the target �L10 eV � 0� towards the x-point position

L10 eV � 1�. Other symbols as in Fig. 3.
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again the strong e�ects of radial transport. The Ted

pro®les are ¯at even before detachment, ned and qkd are

maximum within the SOL range between the two strike

points. Momentum losses due to the superimposed ef-

fects of momentum radial transport and friction with

neutrals as well as radiative losses concentrate at this

latter region (Fig. 6(c), Fig. 7) thus leading to nearly

homogeneous detachment over this radial range.

5. Summary and conclusions

The B2-EIRENE code package was applied to a

prototypical W7-AS island divertor con®guration. The

divertor operational regimes are found to pass through

the same sequence of states from low recycling to de-

tachment as in a tokamak x-point divertor, thus dem-

onstrating the proof of principle for successful

operation. The power exhaust properties and the onset

of detachment can be positively in¯uenced by the choice

of the ®eld line pitch at the edge which a�ects the e�-

ciency of radial relative to parallel transport. Small pitch

has the bene®ts of good shielding of the main plasma

against neutrals and of strong momentum losses close to

the island separatrix due to momentum radial transport

which reduces the peak power load and supports de-

tachment. Detachment is generally layer-like which may,

similar to horizontal targets in tokamak divertors, im-

plicate a somewhat reduced SOL and therewith global

density limit. Widening of the operational window

should, however, be possible by optimizing the target

geometry for preferential re¯ection of neutrals and re-

striction of detachment to the strike point vicinity (like

e.g. in ASDEX Upgrade). Corresponding sensitivity

studies are planned.

It is conjectured that basic elements of this picture

are not strongly changed by 3D e�ects like varying ¯ux

tube cross sections and helically discontinuous target

plates. This is, however, speculative at present. More

information is expected from the planned divertor ex-

periment in W7-AS supported by a 3D (Monte Carlo)

edge transport code which under development [7,8].
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Fig. 6. Plasmas with carbon as intrinsic impurity. (a, b)

Downstream parameter radial pro®les for an attached and a

detached scenario. Symbols as in Fig. 4. (c) Radial distribution

of momentum losses f tot
m (by momentum transport + friction

with neutrals) and energy losses PrC� by carbon radiation (total

emissivity integrated up along ¯ux tubes).

Fig. 7. 2D distribution of the carbon total line emissivity for a

detachment scenario at nes � 5:6� 1019 mÿ3.
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